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[1] The role of evapotranspiration (ET) in the global, conti-
nental, regional, and local water cycles is reviewed. Elevated
atmospheric CO2, air temperature, vapor pressure deficit
(D), turbulent transport, radiative transfer, and reduced soil
moisture all impact biotic and abiotic processes controlling
ET that must be extrapolated to large scales. Suggesting a
blueprint to achieve this link is the main compass of this
review. Leaf-scale transpiration ( fe) as governed by the plant
biochemical demand for CO2 is first considered. When this
biochemical demand is combined with mass transfer formu-
lations, the problem remains mathematically intractable,
requiring additional assumptions. A mathematical “closure”
that assumes stomatal aperture is autonomously regulated so
as to maximize the leaf carbon gain while minimizing water
loss is proposed, which leads to analytical expressions for
leaf-scale transpiration. This formulation predicts well the
effects of elevated atmospheric CO2 and increases in D on
fe. The case of soil moisture stress is then considered using
extensive gas exchange measurements collected in drought
studies. Upscaling the fe to the canopy is then discussed at
multiple time scales. The impact of limited soil water avail-
ability within the rooting zone on the upscaled ET as well as
some plant strategies to cope with prolonged soil moisture
stress are briefly presented. Moving further up in direction
and scale, the soil-plant system is then embedded within
the atmospheric boundary layer, where the influence of soil
moisture on rainfall is outlined. The review concludes by
discussing outstanding challenges and how to tackle them
by means of novel theoretical, numerical, and experimental
approaches.
Citation: Katul, G. G., R. Oren, S. Manzoni, C. Higgins, and M. B. Parlange (2012), Evapotranspiration: A process driving mass
transport and energy exchange in the soil-plant-atmosphere-climate system, Rev. Geophys., 50, RG3002,
doi:10.1029/2011RG000366.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Definitions
[2] Evaporation is a phase transition in which liquid mole-
cules spontaneously become gaseous.Molecular vibration and
collisions accelerate molecules adjacent to the gas–liquid
interface, causing them to acquire enough kinetic energy to
overcome intermolecular forces in the liquid and enter the
gaseous phase. The mean kinetic energy of the molecules
in the liquid phase is linearly proportional to the temperature
via the Boltzmann constant so that evaporation is enhanced
at higher liquid temperatures. As faster-moving molecules
escape the water surface, the remaining molecules have a
lower mean kinetic energy resulting in a bulk temperature
decrease of the liquid. Water, with its relatively high inter-
molecular forces (but are muchweaker than the intramolecular
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forces) and thus a correspondingly large latent heat of vapor-
ization, is particularly effective at generating such evaporative
cooling. This evaporative cooling is then compensated for by
heat transfer from the surrounding environment, and after
some equilibration time, the mean kinetic energy of the liquid
water molecules is increased thereby allowing evaporation to
proceed until all the water molecules evaporate. Hence,
evaporation requires an external source of energy to com-
pensate for the evaporative cooling that is provided by the
surrounding environment. The “molecular thermodynamic”
theory of evaporation based on the Boltzmann (also known as
Gibbs) distribution describing the speed of molecules pro-
vides a working model for evaporation and its associated link
with internal energy, which has been used for over 270 years
[Van Wylen and Sonntag, 1978], arguably since Daniel
Bernoulli proposed the kinetic theory of gases to explain air
pressure from a molecular perspective in the early 1700s.
It explains why, at the molecular level, increases in temper-
ature or external energy enhance evaporation. It also provides
some theoretical basis for many empirical models (e.g., the
Blaney-Criddle formula) widely used in practice (e.g., the
Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations)
for computing evapotranspiration (ET) [Allen and Pruitt,
1986].
[3] The term evapotranspiration emphasizes the combined
flux associated with two different pathways of water vapori-
zation in environmental systems: (1) abiotic water evaporation
from open water bodies (lakes, ocean, etc.), surface plant
residues and soil pores, cuticle surfaces of leaves, and (2)
biotic leaf transpiration (denoted here by fe) in which vapori-
zation occurs by the diffusion of water molecules from leaf
chloroplasts to the atmosphere via the stomata (Figure 1).
Guard cells can control the stomatal pore aperture and thus
loss of water vapor from within the leaf to the atmosphere.
This “active biological control” distinguishes leaf transpiration
as a “biotic” process from the general “abiotic” physical
mechanisms governing evaporation [van den Honert, 1948].
Because plants need to remain well hydrated to sustain their
physiological activities [Hsiao, 1973], transpiration can be
thought of as a “cost” or a “penalty” incurred by plants when
they open their stomata to satisfy their photosynthetic demand
for atmospheric carbon dioxide [Cowan and Farquhar, 1977;
Givnish and Vermeij, 1976]. Yet, fe can be beneficial to plants
because cooling the leaf may reduce respiration, thus increas-
ing the net carbon gain during photosynthesis. This cooling
may protect leaves from heat damage, thus protecting the
investment in the photosynthetic machinery and ensuring
continued function and replenishment of water loss from
leaves by water taken from the soil that delivers mineral
nutrients to plant organs.
[4] In terms of its importance in the hydrologic cycle,
ET accounts for some 60% of terrestrial precipitation
[Shiklomanov, 1998] and can approach 100% of annual
rainfall in water-limited ecosystems, with transpiration often
Figure 1. Flow of water from the leaf to the atmosphere. The guard cells regulate the stomatal aperture
and hence the transpiration rate (=fe). The dual role of stomata as conduits for water vapor and CO2
ensures coupling of transpiration with carbon and energy dynamics.
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a dominant term in many vegetated landscapes [Budyko,
1974]. Hence, how these biotic and abiotic mechanisms
controlling ET will be altered in the future remains a central
research problem for ecosystem services, water resources
management, and climate change predictions.
1.2. Review of Reviews
[5] There is more than 400 years of research investigating
the biotic and abiotic controls on ET, generating a volumi-
nous body of work that lies beyond the scope of a single
review. Reviews and syntheses summarizing the historical
developments through much of the first half of the 20th
century and concomitant key findings are presented else-
where [Brutsaert, 1982]. Modern research on ET in Earth
Sciences has focused on three areas requiring an expansion
of the conventional molecular thermodynamic view: (1)
transpiration as indicator of the plant stress status [Hsiao,
1973], (2) leaf transpiration rates and their relationship to
water vapor concentration in the atmosphere [Monteith,
1995; Oren et al., 1999], and (3) ET as a process that
drives mass transport and energy exchange, a perspective
needed in climate science and atmospheric boundary layer
(ABL) dynamics. This review will primarily focus on the
latter category, although the biophysical basis of transpira-
tion responses to environmental conditions will be consid-
ered [see also Jones, 1992; Cruiziat et al., 2002; Manzoni
et al., 2012].
[6] Work on evaporation as a process driving mass trans-
port commenced in the early 1800s with Dalton and pro-
gressed as energy exchanges and evaporation were linked
[Bowen, 1926; Penman, 1948]. Bowen [1926, abstract] was
among the first to note that “the process of evaporation and
diffusion of water vapor from any water surface into the
body of air above it is exactly similar to that of conduction or
diffusion of specific heat energy from the water surface into
the same body of air.” This realization later resulted in the
so-called “combination equation” after Penman [1948].
Agricultural and ecological applications capitalized on these
developments by including modifications to the original
Penman equation to account for canopy stomatal resistance
[Monteith, 1965]. These developments marked a shift in
research emphasis from evaporation as a physically con-
trolled process to evaporation as a process that must accom-
modate the physiological controls imposed by the stomatal
guard cells [Darwin, 1898; Jarvis, 1976; Ziemer, 1979].
Concurrently, the potential sensitivity of the climate system
to land surface processes in general and ET in particular was
receiving significant attention following Manabe’s seminal
work [Manabe et al., 1965]. This likely sensitivity motivated
a three-decadelong stretch during which “large-scale” field
experiments (e.g., HAPEX-MOBILHY, HAPEX-SAHEL,
FIFE, BOREAS, LBA, among others) were conducted to
explore how spatial variations in ET should be accommo-
dated in climate models [Andre et al., 1986; Avissar et al.,
2002; Goutorbe et al., 1994; Sellers et al., 1992, 1997].
The rapid advances of this research, owed in part to the
development and use of turbulent transport theories to
explain how the atmosphere “senses” ET, are summarized in
a number of reviews [Parlange et al., 1995].
1.3. Scope
[7] Building on this body of knowledge, this contribution
synthesizes how observed changes in the global hydrologic
cycle can be attributed to the responses of ET to varying
environmental conditions at different spatial and temporal
scales. Section 2 frames the problem at the global scale,
offering a zeroth-order yet mechanistic interpretation of the
changes in rainfall that have been observed in the last dec-
ades and that are predicted to occur in response to increased
air temperature under future climatic conditions. However,
disentangling different controls and drivers of ET in terres-
trial systems remains particularly complicated. It is evident
that elevated atmospheric CO2, air temperature, vapor pres-
sure deficit (D), turbulent transport, radiative transfer, and
reduced soil moisture all impact biotic and abiotic processes
controlling ET at the leaf-to-canopy scales, which must be
extrapolated to even larger scales for regional-, continental-,
and global-scale predictions. Section 3 addresses these
issues at the leaf level, employing an optimization frame-
work to parsimoniously link water and carbon economies at
the leaf scale and predict transpiration responses to envi-
ronmental drivers without resolving the details of chemical
and mechanical controls regulating guard cell movement.
Upscaling these leaf-scale processes to the canopy is then
discussed at short and long time scales in sections 4 and 5,
where the impact of limited soil water availability within the
rooting zone on the upscaled ET as well as some plant
strategies to cope with prolonged soil moisture stress are
briefly presented. Moving further up in scale, the soil-plant
system is embedded within the ABL, where the influence of
soil moisture on rainfall is outlined (section 6). The review
concludes by discussing outstanding challenges and suggests
novel theoretical and experimental approaches to tackle them.
2. SENSITIVITY OF THE WATER CYCLE
TO CLIMATIC CHANGES
2.1. ET and the Global Water Cycle
[8] The Earth’s water is continuously in motion, and the
terms “water cycle” or “hydrological cycle” describe the
continuous movement of water molecules below, on, and
above the surface of the Earth. The focus here is on altera-
tions to the global hydrological cycle due to increases in
anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases. Such global
alterations are anticipated to not only impact the manage-
ment of water resources at national and international levels
[Huntington, 2006, 2010; Oki and Kanae, 2006] but also
represent significant and uncertain feedbacks to the global
climate system itself. Given the primary role of ET in the
global hydrologic cycle [Shiklomanov, 1998], links between
the biotic and abiotic processes driving ET must be forged.
These links are essential for interpreting long-term hydro-
logic and climate records and for predicting the hydrologic
cycle under elevated atmospheric CO2 and warmer air tem-
peratures (Ta).
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[9] It is now accepted that increases in greenhouse gas
emissions lead to increases in global air temperature (= dTa).
However, the consequences of a global temperature increase
dTa on the hydrological cycle are more difficult to predict
[Dai et al., 1999; Dirmeyer and Brubaker, 2006; Trenberth
et al., 2007]. At the global spatial scale and in the long
term (e.g., decades or longer), the global hydrologic balance
simplifies to P ≈ ET, where P is the global precipitation and
ET here includes evaporation and transpiration from land
and ocean evaporation. Any perturbation to the global
hydrologic cycle arising from dTa must affect both hydro-
logic fluxes so that
dP
P
¼ dET
ET
; ð1Þ
where dP and dET are perturbations in the global rainfall and
global ET due to dTa. Using Dalton’s equation,
ET ≈ gwD; ð2Þ
where gw is interpreted as the “global conductance” or
transfer coefficient of the surface (including ocean and land)
to water vapor, and D is an average global vapor pressure
deficit defined as e*(Ta)(1  RH), where e* is the saturation
vapor pressure at Ta and RH is the global air relative
humidity. From the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (hereafter
referred to as CC), e* can be related to Ta using the so-called
August-Roche-Magnus formula [Lawrence, 2005],
e*ðTaÞ ¼ acc exp bTaTa þ c
 
; ð3Þ
where Ta is in C, acc = 0.611 kPa, b = 17.5C
1, and c =
249.93C for typical atmospheric pressures [Campbell and
Norman, 1998]. In existing climate simulations, increased
greenhouse gases result in dTa > 0 but do not lead to
appreciable changes in RH across a wide range of climate
scenarios [Allen and Ingram, 2002; Held and Soden, 2006;
Sherwood and Meyer, 2006; Vecchi et al., 2006]. The near-
constant RH at the global scale is due to the fact that any
increase in P and ET is accompanied by increases in water
vapor concentration, which in turn increases the actual vapor
pressure. The ratio of the actual to saturation vapor pressure
(or RH) is less sensitive to increased Ta. Hence, to a first
order, assuming (1) RH is insensitive to dTa and (2) gw
remains unaltered from its present state, the perturbations in
the hydrologic cycle reduce to [Katul and Novick, 2009]
dP
P
¼ dD
D
¼ de*ðTaÞ
e*ðTaÞ ¼ dTa
bTa
ðcþ TaÞ2
þ b
cþ Ta
" #
¼ dTa bcþ Ta
Ta
ðcþ TaÞ þ 1
 
: ð4Þ
Noting that | Ta /(c + Ta)| ≪ 1 results in
dP
P
¼ b
cþ Ta dTa: ð5Þ
Using a global mean air temperature Ta = 15C, and sub-
stituting the values of b and c leads to
dP
P
¼ dET
ET
≈ 0:0675dTa; ð6Þ
where dP and dET are projected changes in global precipi-
tation and ET in response to dTa, respectively [Allen and
Ingram, 2002; Held and Soden, 2006]. Stated differently,
this CC result suggests that the total amount of water vapor
in the atmosphere will increase by about 6.8%C1 warm-
ing of air temperature, and if all this excess water can be
“converted” to P as in equation (1), the global hydrological
cycle should accelerate by about 6.8%C1 warming. This
finding motivates three broad questions: (1) To what extent
do climate model projections agree with a 6.8%C1 warm-
ing?, (2) Is there evidence of such large increases in dP/P
from the two decades of satellite observations of global
rainfall and surface temperature now available?, and (3) What
are the implications of an accelerating hydrologic cycle on
global water resources over land (e.g., continental scales)?
The tools available to investigate these “large-scale” ques-
tions include climate modeling and analyses of global satel-
lite observations.
Figure 2. The acceleration of the hydrologic cycle as indi-
cated by increases in dP/P due to increases in temperature
(dTa). The model runs for 1987–2006 climate reported by
Liepert and Previdi [2009] are shown as crosses, the open
circles are climate model runs reported by AI02 [Allen and
Ingram, 2002] for future climate scenarios, the closed dia-
monds are climate model runs reported by Held and Soden
[2006], the dashed line is the regression fit given as dP/P =
2.95 (dTa  1.08) for climate model runs in AI02, and the
dot-dashed lines are the slope prediction from the Clausius-
Clapeyron (CC) equation (6.7%C1; see equation (6)).
The solid black curve is the nonlinear regression fit to all
the model runs and satellite observations reported
here, given as dP/P = 6.7dTa/(8.46 + dTa). Note that when
dTa ≫ 8.5C, the CC slope is recovered.
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[10] Analyses of satellite observations offer a range of
interpretations of the sensitivity of dP/P to dTa (Figure 2).
Observations of the 1987–2006 period suggest that both P
and atmospheric water vapor concentration increased at
about 7%C1, assuming an air temperature increase of
0.2C per decade in the lower troposphere [Wentz et al.,
2007]. However, reexamination of the same satellite record
seem to suggest that the rate of increase in dP/P was more
muted, closer to 2–3%C1 [Liepert and Previdi, 2009].
Various climate model runs are summarized and presented
in Figure 2 with predictions from the CC equation shown for
comparison. It appears from Figure 2 that a minimum dTa =
1.08C warming is needed for the modeled global precipi-
tation to respond to increases in air temperature. This
threshold presumably reflects the large “thermal inertia” of
oceans. Beyond this threshold, the climate models predict an
increase in dP/P (or dET/ET) of about 3%C1 of warming,
which is 50% of the CC-based predictions. This result is
similar to separate model runs over the 1979–2006 period
that also show an increase in dP/P of 2.3%C1 [Adler et al.,
2008]. Rainfall predictions for a shorter period (1987–2006)
suggest an even smaller response of only 1.9%C1 [Liepert
and Previdi, 2009]. This lower response matches extra-
polations of more recent climate model runs for various
future climate scenarios reported elsewhere [Held and Soden,
2006]. However, when merging all data sets and fitting a
nonlinear model of dP/P as a function of dTa, a single rela-
tionship emerges (solid line in Figure 2), showing increasing
sensitivity of dP/P as temperature increases, up to the theo-
retical limit of about 7%C1 set by CC. As mentioned
before, climate models tend to maintain a near-constant
global tropospheric RH with increasing dTa. Additionally,
their predicted column-integrated water vapor concentrations
closely follow CC predictions, at least when forced with
measured sea surface temperatures. Hence, the fact that dP or
dET do not follow CC scaling suggests that other embedded
limitations (e.g., gw) on the hydrologic cycle are exacerbated
by increasing dTa in climate models.
[11] Exploring the genesis of these limitations in such a
simplified “zeroth-dimensional” framework is difficult.
However, some hypotheses about the nature of these reduc-
tions can be introduced into the original global hydrologic
balance by recalling that
dP
P
¼ dðgwDÞ
gwD
¼ dD
D
þ dgw
gw
¼ de*ðTaÞ
e*ðTaÞ
þ dgw
gw
: ð7Þ
Noting that de*/e* follows CC (by definition) and that the
model results in Figure 2 suggest a small response of dP/P to
increasing dTa when compared to CC leads to
dP
P
 de*ðTaÞ
e*ðTaÞ
¼ dgw
gw
< 0: ð8Þ
Using the linear scaling between dP/P and dTa in Figure 2 for
the various climate models along with the CC scaling for
de*/e* leads to a simplified description of dgw/gw ≈ a
de*/e*, where a is a constant, positive parameter empirically
describing the inhibiting effects of changes in e* on gw.
A finite a may be attributed to increased “inefficiencies” in
the global hydrologic cycle in warmer climate (e.g., cloud
cover and reductions in net radiative fluxes at the ocean
surface) as well as to other constraints on precipitation
beyond moisture availability. Thus, dP/P = (1  a) de*/e* =
(1 a)(0.065 dTa). The model runs in Figure 2 suggest that a
may be on the order of 0.5, though at high dTa, a approaches
unity.
[12] An alternative way to interpret the observed sensi-
tivity of rainfall to air temperature changes can be framed by
using an elementary representation of P as M(RH e*), where
M can be viewed as the mass of water vapor exchanged
between the boundary layer and the free troposphere per unit
time. For such a representation,
dP
P
¼ de*
e*
þ dM
M
; ð9Þ
which results in dM/M = dgw/gw < 0 for the climate models
in Figure 2. This implies that the global mean mass flux in
the precipitating convective eddies (primarily situated in
tropical regions) must decrease with increasing dTa, a result
that has been noted in several climate models [Held and
Soden, 2006]. In essence, equation (9) suggests that dP/P ≈
dET/ET can be decomposed into two components: a ther-
modynamic component (de*/e*) that is enhanced with
increasing dTa at a rate commensurate with the CC and a
dynamic component (dM/M) regulating mass exchange
between the boundary layer and the free troposphere that
appears to be reduced with increasing dTa. The causes of
these reductions in dM/M and their implications for a
reduced global water vapor circulation remains a subject of
research attention [Held and Soden, 2006].
2.2. ET and the Terrestrial Water Cycle
[13] Although continental-scale ET may be an order of
magnitude smaller than oceanic evaporation, replenishment
of most water resources and ecosystem goods and services,
as well as delivery of essential nutrients to marine estuaries,
depends on the balance between P and ET, the terrestrial
runoff (Ro). Not only are the processes governing gw of
terrestrial surfaces far more complex than in oceanic envir-
onments, but terrestrial environments support large-scale
structured heterogeneities in the land surface (such as land
use patterns or topographic variation), which complicate the
interplay between P and ET as discussed later in this review.
Over extended periods of time, the global hydrologic bal-
ance over land can be expressed as
Ro ≈ P  ET ¼ P  gw;LD; ð10Þ
where gw,L is now the bulk conductance to water vapor flow
estimated for terrestrial areas.
[14] Fluctuations in terrestrial ET directly impact Ro and
play a central role in linking climatic variability to the
recharge of freshwater resources. Not surprisingly then, this
link has been the subject of some 60 years of research
[Gleick, 1989]. The approaches followed now are rooted in
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the pioneering work of Langbein, who was among the first
to connect climatic fluctuations to runoff fluctuations via ET
[Hoyt and Langbein, 1939; Langbein, 1949]. Large increa-
ses in Ro have been reported for the period spanning 1901–
1999 [Labat et al., 2004;Manabe et al., 2004a, 2004b;Milly
et al., 2005; Peterson et al., 2002; Piao et al., 2007]. These
increases appear greater than the modeled increases in ter-
restrial P. Climate models suggest a small positive trend in
terrestrial precipitation (1%) during the twentieth century
[Hulme et al., 1998], but this is too small to explain the
observed increases in Ro. Alternative explanations, including
potential changes in ET, therefore merit investigation.
[15] Although nearly all studies investigating trends in
terrestrial ET over the past 50–100 years suggest some
change in this quantity has occurred, the direction of the
change is not consistent among these studies. Nevertheless,
three hypotheses have been promoted as “plausible” expla-
nations for a decreasing ET over the past 50–100 years over
land, each with its own limitations as discussed later: (1) a
reduction in solar irradiance (or solar dimming) and thus
available energy and bulk conductance, (2) an increase in
atmospheric CO2 and thus a decrease in bulk conductance
due to stomatal downregulation, and (3) land use changes
(e.g., deforestation) reducing bulk conductance.
[16] The so-called “solar dimming” hypothesis [Ramanathan
et al., 2001] argues that a reduction in solar irradiance has
occurred due to increased cloud cover and/or aerosol con-
centrations, the latter being consistent with measured increa-
ses in air pollution throughout the past 100 years (see studies
listed in Table 1). Solar irradiance provides much of the
available energy to drive ET and influences bulk conductance
through the effect of light on leaf photosynthesis (described
later). A solar dimming of 2–4% per decade was reported
for the period between 1960 and the late 1980s using the
Baseline Surface Radiation Network of the World Climate
Research Program. However, this solar dimming now
appears to be giving way to solar “brightening” at a rate of
about 1.6% per decade (see Table 1). The brightening is
partly explained by the decline in Eastern European aerosol
emissions along with tighter air quality regulations and by
the recovery from the large aerosol loadings associated with
the 1991 Pinatubo eruption. To what extend such dimming
and brightening impact terrestrial ET remains a subject of
research. Several authors have questioned this “continental”
view of dimming, reporting that “dimming” was four times
more frequently observed near population centers (defined as
centers with a population size exceeding 0.1 million) than
sparsely populated areas [Alpert et al., 2005].
[17] Pan evaporation records, often used as surrogates for
potential ET, are among the longest available hydrologic
records, spanning some 100 years in several locations and thus
may offer clues on fluctuations in terrestrial ET. A decrease
in pan evaporation rate was measured over the last 50 years
over much of the conterminous U.S. and Russia; these trends
were assumed to represent similar reductions in terrestrial ET
[Peterson et al., 1995]. And yet increases in global precipi-
tation and cloudiness over the conterminous U.S. were also
reported [Dai et al., 1997; Karl et al., 1996; Karl and Knight,
1998]. These increases seem paradoxical when contrasted
with reductions in ET deduced from the negative trends in pan
evaporation measurements [Peterson et al., 1995]. Beyond
the U.S. and Europe, there are also reports of decreasing
pan evaporation in India, Venezuela, China, Australia, and
Thailand, but positive trends were observed in other parts of
the world [Brutsaert, 2006]. Evaporation measured from a
pan can only be used as an approximate indicator of evapo-
ration from the regional environment via a “crop coefficient,”
which assumes an ample supply of surface moisture. Indeed,
based on the “complementary hypothesis,” a hypothesis that
argues that the sum of actual and potential ET is conserved in
a region for a fixed available energy level, decreasing pan
evaporation may actually be an indication of increasing ter-
restrial ET [Brutsaert and Parlange, 1998]. Unlike a crop
coefficient formulation, the complementary hypothesis pre-
dicts that increased aridity in the atmosphere at a given net
radiation level must be accompanied by low actual ET and
high potential ET as reflected by pan evaporation (linked to
high vapor pressure deficit).
[18] The complementary hypothesis between actual and
potential evaporation in general [Brutsaert and Stricker,
1979; Granger, 1989; Morton, 1983; Parlange and Katul,
1992] and between pan evaporation and ET in particular
has received support from a number of studies [Golubev
et al., 2001; Hobbins et al., 2004; Kahler and Brutsaert,
2006; Lawrimore and Peterson, 2000; Walter et al., 2004].
However, a series of papers has argued that decreasing pan
evaporation must be caused by global dimming as supported
by additional evidence of decreasing landscape evaporation
[Liu et al., 2004; Ohmura and Wild, 2002; Roderick and
Farquhar, 2002]. Brutsaert [2006] showed these factors
(global dimming and the complementary principle) are not
mutually incompatible and that the observed decreases in pan
evaporation are generally due to increased terrestrial evapo-
ration consistent with independent local water balance cal-
culations. Others show that pan evaporation may have
declined due to measured decline in near-surface wind speeds
[Groisman et al., 2004; Pryor et al., 2009; Roderick et al.,
2007], a phenomenon labeled as “stilling.” Pan evaporation
is sensitive to fluctuations in mean wind speed, which is
known to be influenced by numerous effects such as
increased urbanization through increased surface roughness
(especially around airports and expanding metropolitan areas).
Hence, linking pan evaporation to actual ET depends on
TABLE 1. Observed Global Changes in Solar Radiationa
Measurement
Period
Observed Change
in Radiation
(W m2 yr1) Reference
1958–1992 0.51 Stanhill and Cohen [2001]
1964–1980 0.41 in densely
populated areas
Alpert et al. [2005]
0.16 in sparsely
populated areas
1984–2001 +0.24 Pinker et al. [2005]
1992–2002 +0.66 Wild et al. [2005]; Wild [2009]
aKatul and Novick [2009].
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climatic regimes and perhaps local conditions. If the reduction
in pan evaporation is taken along with the complementary
relationship, increases of Ro cannot be attributed to reductions
in ET, necessitating further research into other causes (such as
deep groundwater pumping producing surface runoff or
accelerated glacial and snowmelt in some regions).
[19] The second hypothesis for explaining increases in Ro,
promoted by sensitivity studies conducted using climate
models, was aimed at exploring why Ro dramatically
increased in the past 50–100 years despite the increased
freshwater usage. This hypothesis argues that a reduction in
stomatal conductance should occur following the 100 ppm
increase in global atmospheric CO2 concentration over the
past 100 years. The response of plant stomata to elevated
atmospheric CO2 has been studied for more than 100 years
now [Darwin, 1898] with some experiments supporting a
decrease of up to 50% with doubling of atmospheric CO2
[Field et al., 1995; Ainsworth and Rogers, 2007]. When
such stomatal conductance reduction functions were directly
incorporated into land surface models embedded within the
larger climate models, ET significantly declined and global
runoff increased to levels apparently consistent with the
observed Ro trends [Betts et al., 2007; Gedney et al., 2006].
These climate models are now routinely employed as “Earth
Simulators” for addressing potential CO2 induced interac-
tions between terrestrial ecosystems and climate. This pos-
sible pathway between increased atmospheric CO2, reduced
gw,L, and increased Ro is not new [Idso and Brazel, 1984].
However, significant reductions in conductance due to ele-
vated atmospheric CO2 are not entirely supported by results
from Free Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) experiments. FACE
experiments are designed to investigate how elevated
atmospheric CO2 affects both leaf and whole-ecosystem
biosphere-atmosphere exchange rates, and several studies
investigated the relationship between leaf stomatal char-
acteristics and elevated atmospheric CO2. In particular, these
studies examined the phenotypic response of stomatal den-
sity (SD) and stomatal aperture (AP) to rising atmospheric
CO2 in 15 species after 4 years exposure to a field CO2
gradient (200 to 550 ppm) or within three FACE sites [Reid
et al., 2003]. Along the CO2 gradient experiments, SD
showed no evidence of a decline due to increasing CO2,
while AP decreased slightly [Reid et al., 2003]. It appears
that without evolutionary changes, SD may not respond to
atmospheric CO2 in the field and are unlikely to decrease
in future climates characterized by high CO2. Results from
the FACE studies at Duke Forest situated in a maturing
Loblolly pine stand near Durham, North Carolina, also
report no significant change in both leaf stomatal conduc-
tance and canopy-scale transpiration [Ellsworth et al., 1995;
Pataki et al., 1998; Schäfer et al., 2002]. Results from a
FACE experiment in a broadleaf deciduous canopy situated
in the southeastern U.S. showed large reductions (40%) in
leaf stomatal conductance under elevated atmospheric CO2,
but canopy-scale conductance was reduced by only about
10% [Wullschleger and Norby, 2001; Wullschleger et al.,
2002]. This discrepancy highlights the need to correctly
upscale leaf level processes to the canopy by taking into
account changes in leaf area and the canopy microenviron-
ment, a topic also covered later in the review.
[20] The third hypothesis argues that the decrease in
continental-scale ET over the past 100 years is related to
large-scale land use changes, with deforestation being the
“dominant” trend [Jackson et al., 2005; Piao et al., 2007].
Clearing forests for development or agricultural purposes
decreases ET and thus contributes to increases in surface
runoff [Jackson et al., 2005]. However, recent studies in arid
basins suggest that this finding may not be a general result for
water limited environments [Wilcox and Huang, 2010].
Direct experimental evidence of the impact of land cover
conversion on ET is provided using long-term eddy covari-
ance ET measurements carried out at the Duke Forest in three
stands experiencing similar climatic and edaphic conditions
[Stoy et al., 2006]. The measured difference between P (the
same for all three sites) and ET is smallest for a pine plan-
tation, followed by the second-growth mixed hardwood for-
est, followed by an abandoned agricultural field (OF) that is
harvested at least once annually to prevent woody
encroachment. Hence, when climatic and edaphic conditions
are similar, forested ecosystems, especially evergreen forests,
tend to consume more water when compared to agricultural
fields. Interestingly, the maximum difference of the quantity
P-ET between OF and the forests was 180 mm y1 over a
5 year period, comparable to the globally averaged decrease
in streamflow following the afforestation of grasslands,
shrublands, or croplands (227 mm y1 globally, or ca.
38% on average) [Jackson et al., 2005]. Hence, defores-
tation can increase Ro by some 20%, if all other conditions
remain the same (the impact of deforestation on dP/P will be
discussed later). Similar ET measurements are proliferating
across a wide range of climatic conditions and biomes
through FLUXNET, a global network of eddy covariance
towers [Baldocchi et al., 2001]. Interpolated FLUXNET
records suggest some increases of ET from 1982 to 1997
followed by no increases from 1998 to 2008 due to soil
moisture limitations [Jung et al., 2010]. However, the inter-
pretation of the ET series derived from the FLUXNET record
is not without its own challenges, given that equating a tur-
bulent water vapor flux measured from towers above a can-
opy to ET requires stationary and planar homogeneous
atmospheric flow conditions without subsidence. These
idealizations are acceptable only over homogeneous land-
scapes and ecosystems situated on horizontal terrains, thus
avoiding biases in ET inferred from eddy covariance
measurements.
[21] Additional contributions to changes in gw,L may
become significant in the near future as air temperature and
vapor pressure deficit continue to rise. For example, in
addition to responses to increases of CO2 concentration,
leaves also close their stomata with increasing D to prevent
excessive transpiration when the atmospheric demand is
high. Stomatal conductance typically scales as ≈ 1/2 log (D) ≈
D1/2 [Oren et al., 1999; Katul et al., 2009] so that transpi-
ration may increase as D increases up to a maximum, after
which it stabilizes or even declines due to stomatal closure
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[Monteith, 1995]. These contributions are now discussed,
commencing at a basic level—the leaf scale.
3. LEAF-SCALE PROCESSES
[22] Leaf-scale transpiration as governed by the plant
biochemical demand for CO2 under high soil moisture con-
ditions is first considered. When the biochemical demand for
CO2 is combined with a Fickian mass transfer formulation,
the problem remains mathematically open until stomatal
conductance is prescribed. One “closure” scheme assumes
that stomatal aperture is autonomously regulated so as to
maximize the carbon gain while minimizing water loss,
which leads to an analytical expression for leaf-scale con-
ductance. How well this formulation predicts the effects of
elevated atmospheric CO2 and increases of D is first
explored. Next, the regulation of leaf conductance by sto-
mata during soil moisture stress is discussed using a wealth
of gas exchange measurements in drought studies.
3.1. Basic Equations
[23] Mass transfer of CO2 and water vapor through leaves
occurs via Fickian diffusion and can be expressed as
fc ¼ gðca  ciÞ; fe ¼ agðei  eaÞ ≈ agD; ð11Þ
where fc is the CO2 flux, fe is, as before, the water vapor flux
from leaves (expressed per unit leaf area), g here is the “leaf-
scale” stomatal conductance to CO2, ca is ambient and ci
intercellular CO2 concentration, respectively, a = 1.6 is the
relative diffusivity of water vapor with respect to carbon
dioxide, ei is the intercellular and ea the actual vapor pres-
sure, and D is the vapor pressure deficit representing ei  ea
when the leaf is well coupled to the atmosphere. When leaf
dark respiration is small with respect to fc, the biochemical
demand for CO2 can be described by the photosynthesis
model [Farquhar et al., 1980]
fc ¼ a1ðci  cpÞa2 þ ci ; ð12Þ
where cp is the CO2 compensation point (or the CO2 con-
centration at which the net carbon dioxide assimilation rate
is zero) and a1 and a2 are selected depending on whether the
photosynthetic rate is light limited or Rubisco limited.
Rubisco limitations occur when the temperature is suffi-
ciently low so that the Rubisco enzyme limits the carbon
fixation. When expressed in terms of g, equations (11) and
(12) can be combined to yield [Katul et al., 2010]
ci
ca
¼ 1
2
þ
a1  a2g þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ða1 þ ða2  caÞgÞ2þ 4gða1cp þ a2cagÞ
q
2gca
:
ð13Þ
and
fc ¼ 12 a1 þ ða2 þ caÞg 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ða1 þ gða2  caÞÞ2þ 4gða1cp þ a2cagÞ
q 
:
ð14Þ
Equations (13) and (14) are nonlinear in g and are not
mathematically “closed,” requiring one additional indepen-
dent formulation of g to compute fc and ci. A number of
physiological models have been proposed to close this sys-
tem and are reviewed elsewhere [Damour et al., 2010]. These
models generally fall into three categories. One category
uses semiempirical formulations to link g to environmental
parameters [Jarvis, 1976] or to fc [Collatz et al., 1991;
Leuning, 1995]. Such formulations are widely used in cur-
rent climate models [Sellers et al., 1996]. A second category
follows the so-called hydromechanical approach, which
resolves pressure differences between the guard cells and the
epidermis that ultimately drive stomatal movements [Dewar,
2002; Buckley et al., 2003]. Such models are physically
based but require a priori plant physiological and hydrome-
chanical parameters that are still seldom available and are
outside the scope of this review. The third category assumes
that stomata optimally regulate their aperture to maximize
carbon gain per unit water lost without resolving all the
details of the signaling mechanisms to the guard cells
[Cowan and Farquhar, 1977; Cowan, 1986; Givnish and
Vermeij, 1976; Hari et al., 1986]. Unlike the semiempirical
models, optimization approaches do not a priori assume how
g responds to environmental drivers but attempt to derive
such responses from an optimality hypothesis.
3.2. An Optimality Hypothesis
[24] As earlier mentioned, fe is a “cost” incurred by the
plant when uptaking CO2. This premise was used to arrive at
a closure hypothesis for equations (13) and (14). In this
approach, an objective function to be maximized by the
plants can be defined as
Fnl gð Þ ¼ fc  l fe ¼ 12

a1 þ a1 þ cað Þg

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a1 þ g a2  cað Þð Þ2 þ 4g a1cp þ a2cag
 q 
 l agDð Þ: ð15Þ
By hypothesizing that stomatal aperture is regulated so that
g maximizes the carbon gain (= fc) for a given water loss
(= fe > 0 in units of carbon) and for a species-specific cost
parameter l, an expression for g can be derived. While l is
assumed to be approximately constant over a day, it may vary
due to changes in soil moisture and atmospheric CO2 con-
centration (as discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.4), reflecting
slowly changing dynamic constraints in the optimization
problem. Such a maximization condition can be expressed as
∂Fnl(g)/∂g = 0 (i.e., g is the variable controlled by the leaf),
from which g is obtained as
g ¼ a1ða2  ca þ 2cpÞða2 þ caÞ2
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
aDla21ðca cpÞða2 þ cpÞða2 þ ca 2aDlÞ2ða2 þ ca aDlÞ
q
aDlða2 þ caÞ2ða2 þ ca  aDlÞ
:
ð16Þ
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A simpler expression can be derived by linearizing the bio-
chemical demand function of equation (12) with respect to ci,
now given as [Katul et al., 2009, 2010;Manzoni et al., 2011b]
fc ¼ a1ðci  cpÞa2 þ sca ; ð17Þ
where s can be treated as a long-term ci/ca. This linearization,
however, preserves the nonlinear increase of fcwith increasing
ca. Combining the linearized biochemical demand function in
equation (17) with equation (11), the objective function is now
found as
Fli ¼ fc  l fe ¼ ga1ðca  cpÞa1 þ gða2 þ scaÞ  lðagDÞ: ð18Þ
As before, differentiating with respect to g, setting ∂Fli(g)/
∂g = 0, and solving for g results in [Hari et al., 1986; Katul et
al., 2009, 2010]
g ¼ a1
a2 þ sca
 
1þ ca  cp
alD
	 
1=2 
: ð19Þ
Hence, the closed form expressions for ci and fc can be
derived from equations (13) and (14) as
ci
ca
¼ 1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
al
ca  cp
s
D1=2; ð20Þ
fc ¼ a1ðca  cpÞa2 þ sca 1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
al
ca  cp
s
D1=2
 !
: ð21Þ
Equation (20) provides the link between the marginal water
use efficiency (WUE) and the ratio of internal to atmospheric
CO2 concentrations, thus offering an opportunity to compute
long-term l using stable isotope-based estimates of ci/ca.
Equations (19) and (21) can also be rearranged to yield
g ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ca  cp
al
r
fc
ca  cp
 D1=2; ð22Þ
which shows that a linear relationship between g and fc /(ca 
cp) emerges from this linearized optimality model provided l
varies linearly with ca, which is considered next.
3.3. Stomatal Optimization Under Increasing
Atmospheric CO2
[25] A number of studies have shown that l scales
approximately linearly with ca [Katul et al., 2010; Manzoni
et al., 2011b]. If this linearized scaling is expressed as l ≈
loca/co, then
g ¼ m fc
ca  cp D
1=2; ð23Þ
where lo is the intrinsic marginal water use efficiency
defined at the growth atmospheric CO2 concentration (co =
380 ppm) and m is a sensitivity parameter given asﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
coð1 cp=caÞ=ðaloÞ
p
. If cp/ca ≪ 1, then m ≈
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
co= aloð Þ
p
is
a constant. Equation (23) becomes identical to the Ball-
Berry (superscripted as BB) and Leuning (superscripted as
LEU) semiempirical models [Collatz et al., 1991; Leuning,
1995; Medlyn et al., 2011], given by
gLEU ≈ mLEU
fc
ca  cp 1þ
D
Do
 1
;
gBB ≈ mBB
fc
ca  cp RH;
ð24Þ
except that the vapor pressure deficit reduction function
predicted from the optimization here is D1/2 instead of the
(1 + D/Do)
1 function assumed by Leuning, where Do is a
normalizing constant, and the sensitivity parameter of the
Leuning model mLEU is linked to m ≈
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
co= aloð Þ
p
. Likewise,
the linearized optimality result here is analogous to the Ball-
Berry model if D1/2 is replaced by air relative humidity
(RH). It should be emphasized that the D1/2 dependence
and the linearity between g and fc /(ca  cp) are not a priori
assumed (as in previous semiempirical models), but both are
outcomes of the optimization hypothesis. With regards to the
use of the Ball-Berry or the Leuning formulations, recall that
climate models predict a constant RH with future climate
and an increasing D, which can result in very different
decreases of conductance when assessing the effects of future
climate scenarios on the water cycle using equation (24).
Finally, the linearized optimality results show that the instan-
taneousWUE can be related to the intrinsic marginal water use
efficiency lo as
WUE ¼ fc
fe
≈ ca
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lo
co
s
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
aD
p : ð25Þ
For a constant lo, WUE linearly increases with increasing ca
and nonlinearly decreases with increasingD.Hence, unlike the
marginal water use efficiency lo, the flux-based water use
efficiency is not an “intrinsic” plant property and varies with
external environmental conditions. These predictions agree
with gas exchange measurements collected in a grassland
subject to a continuous CO2 gradient (Temple, Texas, see
Anderson et al. [2001] and Fay et al. [2009]) and in a Pinus
taeda plantation at the Duke Forest FACE facility, which
employed an atmospheric enrichment of 200 ppm above
ambient (Figure 3). When leaf gas exchange data sets are
combined for ambient and enriched conditions, predictions
from the linear optimality model and leaf-scale field mea-
surements can be compared assuming l = (lo/co)ca. The
agreement in Figure 3 suggests that lo is approximately con-
stant, while l is likely to vary linearly with ca, vary linearly
with ca [Katul et al., 2010, Manzoni et al., 2011b], contra-
dicting recent claims that l is independent of ca [Medlyn et al.,
2011]. They also contradict recent claims that l is independent
of ca [Medlyn et al., 2011]. Results from these optimality
solutions and leaf gas exchange measurements collected from
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the FACE experiment agree that increasing ca by a factor of
1.6 above ambient and in the absence of any soil moisture
limitations reduce g (and hence fe) by ≤15% while leaf pho-
tosynthesis increases by a factor of 1.4.
3.4. Stomatal Optimization Under Drought Stress
[26] As soil moisture is reduced by ET during a dry-down
period, l is expected to increase (i.e., g must decrease) to
optimize C uptake [Cowan, 1986; Mäkelä et al., 1996].
Experimental evidence from stable isotope studies [Prentice
et al., 2011] shows that indeed the long-term ci/ca declines
as site aridity increases, corresponding to an increase in l as
predicted in equation (20). Moreover, evidence from leaf-
level gas exchange measurements along gradients of soil
water availability (the marginal water use efficiency can be
estimated as l( fc, fe) from equation (22)) confirms the the-
oretical predictions [Manzoni et al., 2011b]. When a residual
conductance that is not controlled by the guard cells is
retained, l is found to consistently increase as the leaf water
potential, an indirect (but often observed) measure of soil
water potential in the root zone, becomes more negative.
Following Manzoni et al. [2011b], this relationship is well
approximated by
l yLð Þ ¼ lww
ca
co
exp boyL½ ; ð26Þ
where lww is now the marginal water use efficiency in well-
watered conditions at the reference CO2 concentration, yL is
the leaf potential, and b0 is a slope parameter. The empirical
relationship of equation (26) captures most of the variability
Figure 3. Testing the linearized optimality hypothesis under ambient (open symbols in the top panels)
and elevated (filled symbols) atmospheric CO2 concentration (ca) conditions using gas exchange measure-
ments. (a) Scaling of stomatal conductance (g) and photosynthesis (fc) when vapor pressure deficit (D) is
changed, and (b) scaling of water use efficiency (WUE = fc/fe) and ca (data collected in a pine stand at the
Duke Forest Free Air CO2 Enrichment facility, see Katul et al. [2010] for details). (c) Scaling of g and
fc when soil moisture declines (data for four species from major plant functional types are shown), and
(d) effect of water status (here in terms of leaf water potential, yL) on the marginal water use efficiency
(l). Data in Figures 3c and 3d are from several sources; see Manzoni et al. [2011b] for details.
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in l across biomes and over a broad range of yL. The values
of lww were found to be smaller in species grown in dry
climates (not shown), indicating that stomatal conductance is
relatively higher and water use less conservative then in
mesic species when water is available. It is possible that this
pattern represents a strategy adopted to outcompete other
species (and physical processes causing water losses) by
using water rapidly whenever it becomes available and
by resisting drought conditions thereafter [DeLucia and
Heckathorn, 1989]. The formulation proposed here ignores
any modifications introduced by the mesophyll conductance
(see Figure 1), though its importance relative to the stomatal
conductance under drought conditions remains a subject of
research [Lawlor and Cornic, 2002; Lawlor and Tezara,
2009]. A revised optimality hypothesis formulation that
accommodates mesophyll conductance was recently pro-
posed in the context of salinity stress [Volpe et al., 2011],
though phytotoxic effects directly associated with salinity
prevent direct extrapolations of these results to drought
stress. At a more fundamental level, equation (26) neglects
the biophysical and biochemical mechanisms of the water
stress response [Tardieu and Davies, 1993; Buckley et al.,
2003] by assuming that stomata evolved to behave optimally
with regard to CO2 uptake. Linking the optimality hypothesis
to evolutionary, biophysical, and biochemical mechanisms
would be a natural development worth pursuing.
4. UPSCALING LEAF PROCESSES
[27] Quantifying water vapor exchanges between leaves
and their local environment is made difficult by interactions
in which the local environment exerts controls over water
vapor exchange at the leaf surface (e.g., via D) and leaves
have the capacity to partially regulate their own local envi-
ronment through stomatal opening and closure. This interac-
tion is complicated by the vertical distribution of foliage area
within the canopy volume, resulting in significant vertical
gradients in radiation load and airflow regimes. The nonline-
arity in leaf physiological responses (e.g., leaf-level photo-
synthesis and transpiration) to radiation further exacerbates
the difficulty in “upscaling” fe to the canopy level [Campbell
and Norman, 1998].
[28] To eliminate leaf-to-leaf variation of fe at a height z
from the forest floor, spatial averaging in a plane parallel to
the ground surface is conducted and results in a mean con-
tinuity equation for water vapor inside the canopy under
idealized conditions given as [e.g., Baldocchi and Meyers,
1998]
∂C
∂t
¼  ∂w′C′
∂z
 Sc ¼ 0; ð27Þ
where C is the water vapor concentration, w′C′ is the tur-
bulent flux of water vapor, Sc is the planar-averaged sources
of water vapor, and the overbar represents time and planar
average [Finnigan, 2000; Raupach and Shaw, 1982]. This
budget equation assumes that the flow is stationary (or that
the statistics of the flow are steady, so ∂C /∂t = 0), planar
homogeneous (or that the statistics of the flow are uniform in
a plane parallel to the ground surface so ∂C/∂x = ∂C/∂y = 0,
where x and y are longitudinal and lateral directions), and
lacks any subsidence (so that the mean vertical velocity of
the air is negligible). This budget equation is not mathe-
matically closed because Sc, w′C′, and C are all unknowns.
Hence, two additional equations are needed to close the
problem of describing Sc, w′C′, and C. Adopting the simplest
turbulence closure scheme for relating w′C′ to C, hereafter
referred to as K-theory, provides one additional equation
given as [e.g., Garratt, 1992]
w′C′ ¼ Ke ∂C∂z ; ð28Þ
where Ke is the eddy diffusivity for scalars. Furthermore, if
the entire layer-wise leaf area density LAD(z) contributes to
scalar exchange, then
ScðzÞ ¼ LADðzÞ fe ðzÞ; ð29Þ
where fe is the leaf transpiration given by the optimization
theories described earlier (equations (11b) and (19)). It
becomes immediately clear that modeling fe requires pho-
tosynthetic parameters and ca(z), which in turn requires
modeling the radiation regime inside the canopy to assess
the local D, leaf temperature, and whether light or Rubisco
limits fc. The need to account for ca(z) can be accommodated
via an analogous mean continuity equation for CO2 concen-
tration with a closure formulation and upscaling from leaf-to-
canopy via leaf area density [Launiainen et al., 2011].
Moreover, vertical variations of the air and foliage tempera-
ture inside the canopy can be sufficiently large during the
day, necessitating the addition of a third scalar, air tempera-
ture. One advantage of adding the heat budget and air tem-
perature is that the leaf energy balance can be used as an
additional constraint on ET via indirect effects on local D
[Manzoni et al., 2011a]. It also permits models to account for
local thermal stratification inside the canopy and its impacts
on the flow field and Ke. It is the modeling of this flow field
inside canopies that remains uncertain and poses significant
challenges. Hence, it is logical to ask how detailed a turbu-
lence closure model needs to be to resolve the dynamics of
the canopy-scale ET, sensible heat flux, and CO2 fluxes
above the vegetation. Using models described elsewhere
[Juang et al., 2008], first-order (e.g., equation (28)), second-
order, and third-order closure schemes have been applied to
scalar (water vapor, CO2, and temperature) and momentum
transfer. The results are compared against a zeroth-order
scheme that assumes that mean scalar concentration profiles
are uniform and set to their value measured above the canopy
(i.e., well mixed). Any bidirectional interactions between
plants and their microenvironment are suppressed by this
well-mixed assumption. Higher-order closure schemes are
also employed here to alleviate some of the limitations of
first-order closure principles [Finnigan, 2000] at the expense
of introducing many more budget equations for triple and
other mixed moments (in excess of 50 equations for the third-
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order closure scheme). The model data comparisons suggest
that accounting for the interaction between the canopy and its
microclimate, even at the first-order closure level, improves
the modeled latent and sensible heat fluxes [Juang et al.,
2008]. Suppressing the interaction between the canopy and
its microclimate by assuming the air temperature, water
vapor, and CO2 concentration are well mixed inside the
canopy air space and set to their time-evolving values mea-
sured above the canopy impacts primarily the sensible heat
flux, which then leads to large errors in the latent heat flux
when enforcing the energy balance [Juang et al., 2008].
Higher-order closure schemes (beyond first order or K-
theory) also confer no clear benefits to model skill, at least
when the variables of interest are scalar fluxes above the
canopy [Juang et al., 2008].
[29] Up to this point, the interaction between the canopy
and its environment made use of a known leaf area density
when upscaling from leaf to canopy. However, any analysis
of future climate scenario must resolve the effects of elevated
atmospheric CO2 and increased vapor pressure deficit on leaf
area density. The effect of elevated atmospheric CO2 on leaf
area density (or leaf area index (LAI), expressing leaf area
per unit of ground area), has been assessed both based on
theory [Woodward, 1990] and experiments [McCarthy et al.,
2007]. Where increased atmospheric CO2 results in higher
photosynthesis and, thus, greater availability of carbohy-
drates, and plants are able to extract nutrients from the soil to
support the construction of extra tissue, LAI may increase.
Whether it will actually increase depends on the factors
limiting LAI. For example, in one moist temperate plantation
of Liquidambar styraciflua, large decreases of stomatal
conductance under elevated atmospheric CO2 translated into
much smaller savings of water because boundary layer con-
ductance was low. The small savings of water on the back-
ground of little soil moisture limitation at that site produced
only a marginal increase in LAI [Warren et al., 2011b].
Furthermore, drought actually caused a reduction in LAI
under elevated CO2 due to carbohydrate deficiency associ-
ated with photosynthesis limited by low conductance
[Warren et al., 2011a]. Indeed, in canopies not well coupled
to the atmosphere (i.e., with low aerodynamic conductance),
stomatal closure triggers several feedback processes main-
taining a conservative transpiration rate despite the reduction
of stomatal conductance [Jarvis and McNaughton, 1986],
leading to small effects on LAI [Woodward, 1990]. In con-
trast, in well-coupled canopies of water limited forests, sto-
matal closure due to elevated atmospheric CO2 may result in
water savings that can be used to increase LAI. The increase
in LAI will reduce somewhat the amount of throughfall
precipitation and allow canopy transpiration to reach levels
similar to those under current atmospheric CO2, thus total ET
will remain unaltered [Woodward, 1990]. This argument is
analogous to an earlier hypothesis put forth by Roberts as to
why forest transpiration is a “conservative” hydrologic flux
[Roberts, 1983]. The pine canopy at the Duke FACE site is
well coupled, and elevated CO2 indeed caused a 14%
increase in LAI [McCarthy et al., 2007], but contrary to the
theory, reductions in stomatal conductance occurred due to
an indirect effect of decreasing average light level in the
canopy with increasing LAI, and later due to changes in plant
hydraulic properties [Domec et al., 2009, 2010], but not due
to direct effect of CO2. It is likely that the direct effects of
elevated CO2 on LAI in that study were simply a reflection
of increased photosynthesis and carbohydrate availability
as CO2 concentration increased but canopy conductance
was unaffected [Schäfer et al., 2003]. Thus, experimental
evidence of CO2-induced increases of LAI in well-coupled
canopies supporting the theoretical predictions are still
lacking, in part reflecting the scarcity of such studies, and
in part because studies done on conifer species are not
likely to support the theory because conifers have little
direct stomatal response to elevated CO2 [Pataki et al.,
1998; Medlyn et al., 2001].
[30] Low precipitation causes not only a reduction in soil
moisture but also an increase in D [Oishi et al., 2010]. Thus,
maximum stomatal conductance decreases with drought
(as discussed earlier through increased l), and the accom-
panying higher vapor pressure deficit keeps stomata con-
ductance (g  D1/2, see equation (22)) below the maximum
most of the day. In combination, this reduces the carbohy-
drates available to plants. Where elevated CO2 produced an
even greater stomatal closure, the carbon balance of indi-
vidual leaves became negative, resulting in loss of leaves and
a reduction of LAI [Warren et al., 2011a]. Thus, depending
on the species, canopy and site conditions, and the degree to
which vapor pressure deficit will increase with atmospheric
concentrations of CO2 (as earlier described through dTa), the
combined effects on LAI may range from positive to nega-
tive, mediated through direct stomatal responses that influ-
ence both soil moisture and photosynthesis and indirect
effects of plant hydraulics. For modeling ET responses to
changes of atmospheric CO2 and vapor pressure deficit, not
only the conditions during drought must be considered, but
the carryover effects of drought on LAI must be accounted
for during following years [Warren et al., 2011a]. A multi-
scale modeling strategy to account for these effects and
concomitant feedbacks using the upscaling scheme earlier
described has been proposed and tested for the pine forest
[Siqueira et al., 2006], though testing on other types of
forests is required.
5. SOIL-PLANT PROCESSES
[31] Having discussed the mechanisms controlling the
upscaling of fe to the canopy level when water supply was
not limiting (as in sections 3.1–3.3), this section explores
issues pertinent to the role soil moisture plays in limiting
canopy-scale transpiration [Hsiao, 1973]. In equation (23), it
was shown that the cost of water to the plant (in units of
carbon) rapidly increases with declining leaf pressure (yL),
which itself varies with the soil moisture state and the can-
opy upscaled fe. To link yL to the soil water status, the
continuity equation for the water flux from the soil to the
leaves (= Tr) can be written following the electrical analogy
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as [van den Honert, 1948; Novick et al., 2009; Manzoni
et al., 2012]
Tr ¼
Zhc
0
ScðzÞdz ¼
Zhc
0
LADðzÞ fe ðzÞdz
¼ gSR yS  yRð Þ ≈ gRL yR  yL  rwgahcð Þ; ð30Þ
where gSR and gRL are now the soil-to-root and root-to-leaf
xylem conductance, respectively, yR and yS are the water
pressure in the root and soil, respectively, rw is the water
density, ga is the gravitational acceleration, and hc is the tree
height (used here as a surrogate for the path length from the
soil to the leaf as a first-order approximation). Recall that
fe decreases with reduced yL, as can be inferred by
equations (22) and (26). The gSR depends on an interfacial
hydraulic conductivity at the soil-root interface (=Kr) and a
soil hydraulic conductivity that varies with local soil
moisture content or yS via a soil water retention curve
[Sperry et al., 1998; Williams et al., 1996; Siqueira et al.,
2008, 2009]. The dependence of gRL on xylem pressure is
more complex but existing approaches rely on the so-called
cohesion-tension (CT) theory [Bonner, 1959; Dixon, 1914;
van den Honert, 1948] expanded upon elsewhere [Angeles
et al., 2004; Tyree and Sperry, 1989; Wheeler and Stroock,
2008]. According to CT, liquid water in the xylem con-
duits is under negative (or subatmospheric) pressures that
range between soil (10 kPa) and atmospheric water
potentials (100 MPa at 45% RH and 15C). Xylem water
pressures are on the order of 1 MPa, although in some
species under dry conditions, pressures as low as 8 MPa
can occur [Sperry, 2000]. These liquid pressures are well
below the vapor pressure of water resulting in a thermody-
namic state that is prone to vaporization, or cavitation, which
must be prevented if the continuity of the water column is to
be maintained. When vapor is formed in the conduit con-
duction is impeded [Tyree and Sperry, 1989]. Reduced con-
duction, in turn, reduces transpiration and the water potential
in the downstream parts of the plant, causing water stress at
the leaf level and reduced CO2 uptake [Vico and Porporato,
2008; Lawlor and Tezara, 2009]. Refilling of embolized
conduits can occur (even on a daily basis in some species),
but it is costly, as it requires secretion of osmolites to induce
vapor condensation and transport of water from nearby con-
duits and cells [Vesala et al., 2003; Zwieniecki and Holbrook,
2009]. Thus, it appears that the plant water delivery system
linking the supply (soil water) to the demand (inevitable
loss of water vapor through stomates to allow carbon dioxide
diffusion into leaves) is inherently vulnerable to cavitation.
The functional relationship describing the variation of gRL as
the xylem water potential declines, known as vulnerability
curve, encodes all these mechanisms.
[32] The shape of the vulnerability curves depends on the
xylem structure—specifically, the presence of rare but large
pores that are more prone to cavitation and the density-related
resistance of cell walls to implosion [Hacke et al., 2001;
Wheeler et al., 2005]. These wood properties vary among plant
functional groups, in particular between angiosperms and
gymnosperms, resulting in large variation in the corresponding
vulnerability curves. Angiosperms tend to be more hydrauli-
cally efficient (higher saturated conductivity), but also more
sensitive to cavitation (less negative water potentials for a
given cavitation threshold) than gymnosperms, because of
their efficient xylem vessels [Maherali et al., 2004; Manzoni
et al., 2012]. The tradeoff between efficiency and safety also
emerges across species in angiosperms [Hacke et al., 2006],
among populations grown in different environments [e.g.,
Corcuera et al., 2011], among individuals over time, as a
drought progresses [e.g., Kolb and Sperry, 1999], and among
soils of different texture and fertility [Hacke et al., 2000;
Ewers et al., 2000]. These tradeoffs define a spectrum of
hydraulic strategies that covary with the leaf-level traits,
indicating a strong degree of coordination between liquid-
phase and gas-phase water transport that allows an efficient
supply of water to the leaves and ultimately determines the
outcome of species competition and success under a given
climate [Manzoni et al., 2012].
[33] In larger-scale hydrologic and carbon cycling models,
the reduction in transpiration with soil moisture is often
specified a priori via a so-called “loss function” empirically
describing how transpiration is reduced with decreasing soil
moisture within the rooting zone [e.g., Laio et al., 2001].
A logical next step is to formulate mechanistic links between
stomatal conductance, the vulnerability curves used in CT
theory, soil hydraulic properties, rooting distribution, the
interfacial hydraulic properties at the soil-root interface
(= Kr), and the loss function [Daly et al., 2004; Siqueira
et al., 2008; Vico and Porporato, 2008]. Different eco-
physiological drivers of this reduction in transpiration as soil
moisture declines represent alternative strategies developed
to cope with water stress at different time scales. Stomata
respond rapidly to changes in D and leaf water potential, but
their sensitivity increases when root-derived phytohormones
that integrate soil moisture changes through time accumulate
in the leaf [Tardieu and Davies, 1993]. At the daily time
scale, water storage in stems allows high transpiration rates
to be sustained during peak atmospheric demand [Bohrer
et al., 2005; Chuang et al., 2006; Scholz et al., 2007],
whereas over the course of a drought the so-called water
redistribution (HR) by roots becomes important, as discussed
next.
[34] The vulnerability curves for the Duke Forest Loblolly
pine stand and their relations to the soil moisture loss func-
tion over a prolonged drought are explored using model
calculations [Siqueira et al., 2008, 2009]. In these model
calculations, two flow patterns simultaneously occur in the
soil system—the first pattern occurs at scales comparable to
the root zone depth (m) and the second pattern occurs at
length scales inversely related to root density (mm), taken
here to represent the radial distance between rootlets
[Mendel et al., 2002; Tuzet et al., 2003]. The model calcu-
lations were performed for three types of root density pro-
files: constant, linear, and power law in a silt clay soil; and
three soil types: sand, silty clay, and clay for a linearly dis-
tributed root density profile. To emphasize the role of Kr,
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high and low values were chosen. The model calculations
suggest that this choice regulates the strength of the HR.
With sap flow and stable isotope measuring techniques
proliferating over the last two decades [Domec et al., 2010;
Emerman and Dawson, 1996], the occurrence of HR was
reported for shrub, grasses and tree species and for temper-
ate, tropical, and desert ecosystems [Caldwell et al., 1998;
Horton and Hart, 1998; Oliveira et al., 2005]. In all cases
modeled with rooting zone depth set to 1 m, HR delays the
onset of soil moisture stress within the rooting zone by some
20–40 days [Siqueira et al., 2008, 2009]. More importantly,
Figure 4 shows that the loss function is a by-product of
numerous processes governing the soil-plant-atmosphere
system, including the passive strategies controlling HR.
The effects of elevated HR on this loss function is to shift
the onset of transpiration reductions to lower soil moisture
of the upper root zone, thereby allowing the ecosystem to
sequester more carbon, as found in recent field experiments
[Domec et al., 2010]. Figure 4 further demonstrates that for a
uniform rooting density profile, HR confers minor benefits to
the plant. Additionally, a number of model calculations
similar to the ones shown in Figure 4 were conducted with all
combination of soil types and root distributions. It was con-
cluded that the effectiveness of the HR is mainly controlled
by the root vertical distribution, while the soil moisture levels
at which HR is most effective appears to be dictated by the
soil type.
[35] Over ontogenetic time scales, other strategies may be
employed to cope with prolonged and frequent drought
(especially in semiarid ecosystems), including drought
deciduousness and investment in deep rooting systems
[Borchert, 1994; Eamus and Prior, 2001; Guswa, 2010],
as well as flexible growth patterns that favor water conser-
vation [Maseda and Fernandez, 2006]. Of course, climatic
changes leading to long-term decreases in water availability
will also cause changes in species composition, resulting in
ecosystems that are better adapted to drought conditions
[e.g., McDowell et al., 2008].
6. REGIONAL SCALE ET AND THE ROLE
OF LANDSCAPE-SCALE HETEROGENEITY
[36] Having linked leaf-level transpiration and carbon
uptake, their upscaling to the canopy level, and the mitigat-
ing role of soil moisture redistribution at longer time scales
(e.g., HR), the role of fe on modifying dP/P at regional
scales can now be considered [Pielke, 2001; Santanello et al.,
2005] with a focus on natural and human induced land-
scape fragmentation. Fragmented landscapes are becoming
one of the most widespread features of the modern world
[Laurance, 2004], with important consequences for ET and
initiation of convective rainfall [Giorgi and Avissar, 1997;
Wang et al., 2000, Werth and Avissar, 2002, Negri et al.,
2004, Wang et al., 2009]. Landscape fragmentation and
heterogeneity prevents direct extrapolation of simplified slab
or closure models such as the ones used in equation (28).
This problem remains a scientific challenge because of the
large number of interacting processes within the soil-plant-
atmosphere system that vary over a wide range of space and
time scales. At the most basic level, below-ground and sur-
face processes involve the dynamics of water movement
from the soil into the atmosphere, the canopy aerodynamics
regulating the transport of heat and water vapor from the
canopy into the atmosphere, and the partitioning of net
radiation into latent, sensible, and soil heat fluxes, which all
impact the dynamics of mean air temperature and water
vapor concentration in the ABL. On the other hand, the
ABL, with its mechanically and thermally produced turbu-
lence, is a natural integrator of these surface processes with
the larger and slower evolving synoptic scale processes
impacting entrainment at its top [Konings et al., 2010]. The
dynamics of these land surface fluxes and soil-plant-atmosphere
state variables control the simultaneous growth of both the
Figure 4. The “loss function” describing transpiration as a
function of depth integrated soil water for high and low soil-
root hydraulic conductivity (Kr) and for (top) various root
density profiles and (bottom) soil types. In these simulations,
taken from model runs in Siqueira et al. [2008], the HR is
dominated by a hydraulic lift (HL) occurring when Kr is
large. The solid lines are for high HL and the dashed lines
are for low HL.
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convective boundary layer (oftenmodeled as a well-mixed slab)
and the lifting condensation level (LCL), and thus their cross-
ing. This crossing is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
the formation of convective rainfall [Juang et al., 2007a, 2007b;
Rogers and Fritsch, 1996]. What makes accounting for the
effect of landscape fragmentation difficult is the interaction
between the spatial structure of the fragmented landscape and
the turbulent airflowwithin the ABL, as well as the ABL height.
The juxtaposition of the forest canopy with clear-cut regions
affects not only the flow but also the localized energy parti-
tioning via ET that can ultimately lead to localized rainfall
events. It is now recognized that differential surface heating due
to heterogeneity within the underlying surface can result in
sustained atmospheric circulation over a wide range of spatial
and temporal scales. Well-studied examples include sea breeze
(and lake breeze) that are produced by thermal gradients
between adjacent land and water bodies. During daytime con-
ditions, the land surface warms up compared to the adjacent
water body, and assuming air is an ideal gas, the interplay
between pressure, air density, and temperature above a surface
results in
dPa
Pa
¼ dr
r
þ dTa
Ta
¼ dna
na
 dVa
Va
 
þ dTa
Ta
; ð31Þ
where na are the number of air and vapor molecules, Va is the
volume of air above a unit surface area (which scales linearly
with the ABL height), and r is the air density. On the one hand,
surface heating increases dTa/Ta over land, although this
increase is much smaller than the growth in boundary layer
height (and hence Va). For example, a maximum daytime dTa
10C warming at a mean Ta = 27C results in dTa/Ta < 5%. On
the other hand, boundary layer growth over land (and hence
dVa/Va) may reach fivefold, with early morning ABL heights as
low as 200 m and daytime ABL heights in excess of 1000 m. It
is this growth that results in |dVa/Va| ≫ |dTa/Ta| and regulates
density and pressure gradients between the two surface types.
That is, warmer air over land creates a zone of reduced
density (dr/r < 0) due to an expansion of the boundary
layer height and results in a reduced pressure above the land
when compared to the adjacent water body. This pressure
difference induces air movement (sensed as a breeze) from
the water body region to the lower-pressure land surface
region. The precise mechanism linking the generation of this
pressure gradient to air movement will be described later via
the conservation of momentum equations, known as the
Navier–Stokes equations. At night, the reverse case occurs,
with air flowing from the land to the adjacent water body. In
short, buoyancy forces (i.e., dr/r) play a dominant role in
generating and sustaining the dynamics of such pressure
gradient-induced air movement, not the direct effect of air
temperature fluctuations on pressure.
[37] With regards to large-scale natural and human-
induced land surface heterogeneity, often embedded within
the land surface in the form of patches, the radiative and
thermal properties of these patches can differ from those of
their surroundings and can also produce horizontal pressure
gradients sufficiently strong to generate a sort of “canopy
breeze” (see Figure 5). This canopy breeze, if occurring on
spatial scales much larger than the boundary layer height,
can even sustain organized mesoscale circulation that can
impact rainfall. Satellite images have already provided some
evidence for the existence of organized circulation—strong
enough to produce cumulus clouds [Roy and Avissar, 2002].
[38] Numerical simulation studies on the early phases of
deforestation in Amazonia have explained how precipitation
may be initially enhanced by such canopy breeze. This
mechanism operates as follows: greater surface warming of a
large area of bare soil relative to an adjacent large forest area
of higher ET amplifies the pressure differences between the
forested and the bare site—usually by late morning, when
|dVa/Va| is near its maximum. Eddies over the bare soil
patches, energized by buoyant forces and assisted by air
convergence from the surrounding forested regions (see
Figure 5), can then form a narrow updraft zone thereby set-
ting up the mesoscale circulations. This circulation then
delivers the moist air originating from the upscaled forest
ET and advected by the canopy breeze to the top of the
atmospheric boundary layer, the height of which is likely to
exceed the (reduced) lifting condensation level of the moist
forest air. Hence, such canopy breeze, entirely produced by
landscape heterogeneity, can enhance the local convective
rainfall at scales of 10 km. However, as shown in Figure 5,
with further increases of deforested area, the amount of
moisture in the atmosphere is reduced due to the reduced
landscape LAI (at regional scale, ET  LAI fe) such that the
LCL becomes sufficiently high thereby reducing the proba-
bility that the ABL height crosses the LCL. For such a level
of deforestation and reduced LAI, rainfall dP/P decreases
because of reduced ET.
[39] The prediction of the formation of canopy breeze by
land surface heterogeneities and its subsequent effects on
rainfall in Amazonia are among some of the successes of
large-scale computational methods known as large eddy
simulations (LES). It is clear from this case study that for
any region with high variability in land use or topography,
boundary layer dynamics, ET modeling, and its concomitant
effect on water vapor concentration in the ABL must be
faithfully reproduced. LES is a numerical technique that is
particularly well suited to this aim. While it is not yet pos-
sible to simulate the entire range of turbulent motions in the
atmosphere, it is possible to simulate a significant portion of
the energy-containing scales of motion while accounting for
the effects of the smallest-scale turbulent motions that are
often locally homogeneous and isotropic. The largest scales
of turbulence contain most of the kinetic energy, are influ-
enced by the (heterogeneous) boundary conditions, and are
responsible for most of the turbulent transport of water
vapor, while the smallest turbulent scales behave in a more
idealized manner and are more amenable to parameteriza-
tion. This separation of scales is achieved mathematically by
applying a low-pass spatial filter to the Navier–Stokes
equations and, because the large-scale eddies are explicitly
resolved, the technique for numerically solving these filtered
Navier–Stokes equation is termed “large eddy simulations.”
For airflow that includes a canopy exchanging heat, water
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vapor, and CO2 with the atmosphere, the basic LES equa-
tions are given as a set of conservation laws describing
conservation of fluid mass, momentum, heat, water vapor,
and CO2 [Albertson et al., 2001]:
∂~um
∂xm
¼ 0;
∂~ui
∂t
þ ~uj ∂~ui∂xj ¼ 
∂~p
∂xi
þ di3 gaaTr
~q  ∂tij
∂xj
 fi
∂~q
∂t
þ ~uj ∂
~q
∂xj
¼  ∂p
~q
j
∂xj
þ s~q
∂~q
∂t
þ ~uj ∂~q∂xj ¼ 
∂p~qj
∂xj
þ s~q
∂~c
∂t
þ ~uj ∂~c∂xj ¼ 
∂p~cj
∂xj
þ s~c
; ð32Þ
where xi (=x1, x2, and x3; or x, y, z) represent spatial coor-
dinates, ũi is the velocity field (the tilde symbol is used to
denote filtered fields), ~p is the turbulent pressure, ~q is the
temperature field, ~q is the water vapor mixing ratio, ~c is the
concentration of CO2, fi is the localized drag due to the
presence of the canopy elements and varies with the local
plant area density (often larger than the leaf area density due
to the presence of other plant organs that obstruct the flow
such as woody canopy elements) and a dimensionless can-
opy drag coefficient, r is the density of air as before, s~q , s~q ,
s~c are the localized source or sink terms of heat, water vapor
and CO2, respectively inferred from the local leaf area den-
sity and the leaf-level fluxes (e.g., equation (29)), di3 is the
Kronecker delta, ga is the acceleration due to gravity, aT is
the thermal diffusivity, p~qj , p
~q
j , p
~c
j are subgrid-scale fluxes of
heat, water vapor, and carbon dioxide, respectively, and tij =
uiuj  ũiũj is the unknown subgrid scale (SGS) stress term
that must be modeled to close equation (32). Subscripts i
and j follow the customary index notation throughout (i.e.,
a single index such as i = 1, 2, 3 indicates a vector component
and repeated indices represent summation). The approach
Figure 5. The effect of deforestation on water cycling and precipitation. The air temperature and pressure
contrast between the forest (high-pressure zone) and the bare soil (low-pressure zone) induces a “canopy
breeze” flow (resembling sea breeze during daytime). If the sensible heat flux is sufficiently large over an
area of similar linear dimensions to the boundary layer height, then the energetic convective updrafts orig-
inating from the soil surface vertically lift to the top of the ABL the moist air originating and advecting
from the forested area into the deforested area. This canopy breeze (flow of air from forest to bare soil
area) and its vertical lifting by convective eddies can enhance the predisposition of rainfall because moist
air has a lower lifting condensation level (LCL). However, if deforestation progresses further, the amount
of water vapor in the atmosphere is reduced due to reduced regional ET (=LAI  fe); while this reduction
results in a higher ABL height, the even higher LCL of the drier air reduces the predisposition to rainfall.
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can incorporate bidirectional interactions between the canopy
and the atmosphere when representing s~q = LAD(xi) fe, s~c =
LAD(xi) fc, where the leaf-level fe ≈ g D and fc may be
computed by equations (19) and (21). Because equation (32)
solves for the atmospheric CO2 and water vapor concentra-
tion, changes in leaf-level fluxes impact these scalar con-
centrations and D in the atmosphere, which in turn modify fe
and fc.
[40] To permit implementation of a functional LES in
heterogeneous landscapes it is necessary to select an appro-
priate closure model for the SGS stress and scalar fluxes. For
the atmospheric transport of water vapor and carbon dioxide,
this model must properly represent the small scale turbulent
motions, including leaf-scale processes, while remaining
faithful to variable land surface boundary and canopy con-
ditions. Focusing on momentum transport as a case study
for a SGS, a mixing length approach (the so-called eddy
viscosity model) was proposed, where the unresolved subgrid
scale stress, tij, is set proportional to the strain rate tensor ~S ij
[Smagorinsky, 1963],
~S ij ¼ 12 ∂i~uj þ ∂j~ui
 
; tij ¼ 2nT ~S ij: ð33Þ
The constant of proportionality is the so-called eddy viscosity
(nT), which is written as nT = lsg ~S
 , where ~S  = (2SijSij)1/2
and lsg is a mixing length scale. Dimensionally, it follows
that lsg = csD, where cs is a dimensionless model parameter.
This parameter must be specified in LES and has received
much attention [Meneveau and Katz, 2000; Piomelli, 1999].
[41] Over the past decade, the Smagorinsky model
(equation (33)), which is the basis for most LES work on the
ABL [Albertson and Parlange, 1999; Moeng, 1984; Shaw
and Schumann, 1992], has been studied experimentally
over a variety of surfaces using a network of sonic
Figure 6. (left) Photographs of the sonic anemometer array experiment as well as the sheet resolved by
the array in (top left) the west desert of Utah, SGS2002, (middle left) over the Plaine-Morte Glacier, Swit-
zerland, and (bottom left) over a lake (Lake Geneva Switzerland). (right) A sample time series from
the SGS 2002 experiment converted to stream-wise distance through application of Taylor’s hypothesis,
illustrating how turbulent structures are well resolved. The horizontal component of the velocity at the
(a) lower and (b) upper levels shows an overall increased velocity with height, and more importantly, they
show the coherency in space of the velocity patterns. It is also apparent that (c) the upward vertical veloc-
ity structures tend to carry (d) the warmer air parcels for the desert configuration.
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anemometers (see Figure 6) for open fields [Porté-Agel
et al., 2001], deserts [Higgins et al., 2009], oceans [Kelly
et al., 2009], glaciers [Bou-Zeid et al., 2010], and forests
[Patton et al., 2011]. The principle behind these field mea-
surements is that the arrays of anemometers discretely sam-
ple “sheets” of wind. A sample time series, a sheet of wind in
relation to the anemometers, from the SGS 2002 field cam-
paign (deserts in Utah) is presented in Figure 6. The resulting
data can be spatially filtered allowing the computation of
SGS terms and their modeled counterparts. The resolved
turbulent scales are evident as high correlation between the
upper and lower sonic arrays with respect to stream-wise
velocity (Figures 6a and 6b), and high correlation between
upward fluid motions (Figure 6c) and associated increases in
local temperatures (Figure 6d). A priori comparisons of the
measured SGS stress tensor and the Smagorinsky model
estimate produce unsatisfactory results; however, if the
experimental comparison is made on the divergence of the
stresses (the term that directly enters into the LES equations),
good agreement between experiment and model is achieved
[Higgins et al., 2009], provided a proper constant of pro-
portionality is chosen (i.e., cs is well characterized). The
mathematical foundation to compute cs dynamically within a
simulation using the resolved turbulent motions has already
been provided [Germano et al., 1991]. This contribution is a
substantial advancement in computational fluid mechanics
for two reasons: (1) it eliminates all “tunable” parameters
from LES, thereby making this approach physically based,
and (2) cs is allowed to vary as a function of space and time,
which permits the SGS model to respond to the underlying
land surface variability. This approach was later improved
and extended [Bou-Zeid et al., 2005; Porté-Agel et al., 2000]
to incorporate a wider range of scales and Lagrangian path
averaging. Several experiments employed this approach
[Vercauteren et al., 2009] to reconstruct the behavior of the
turbulent Prandtl number over a wide range of atmospheric
stabilities, and demonstrated a behavior that is reproducible
by the dynamic SGS approach.
[42] These advancements in SGS modeling, when com-
bined with leaf area density mapping methods (e.g., terres-
trial laser scanning), allow high-resolution modeling of the
flow and water vapor transport in realistic heterogeneous
environments. In particular, LES has been used to study
correlated land surface variations in leaf area density fields
[Albertson et al., 2001], forest edges and sharp transitions
[Cassiani et al., 2008], complex topography [Patton and
Katul, 2009; Wood, 2000], microscale structural variations
within canopies [Bohrer et al., 2009], and temporal transi-
tions resulting from the diurnal cycle [Kumar et al., 2006].
A recent effort to link the microstructural details of the can-
opy leaf area, as measured by a canopy LiDAR, with LES
prepared the field for rapid progress [Schlegel et al., 2012],
conditioned on development of realistic SGSs for flows
inside canopies. Experiments similar to those reported in
Figure 6, but for flows inside canopies, to derive and test SGS
formulations have been conducted [Patton et al., 2011].
Large field campaigns were also carried out to compare
computed and measured LES surface fluxes [Beyrich and
Mengelkamp, 2006], and many studies investigated the use
of LES for determining cloud formation and precipitation
[Kogan et al., 1995; Skyllingstad and Edson, 2009;
Ackerman et al., 2009]. Hence, with continuously increasing
computational capacity and advances in SGS models, usage
of LES for water vapor and other scalar transport in the
atmospheric boundary layer is rapidly developing and
expanding to new fields of research.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
[43] The role of ET in the global, terrestrial, and local
water cycle was reviewed. At the global scale, it was shown
that perturbations in precipitation (P) induced by increases in
global air temperature are balanced by perturbations in ET
and that these perturbations may be decomposed into two
components: a thermodynamic component and a dynamic
component. When results from climate models were ana-
lyzed for a future climate characterized by an elevated global
air temperature (dTa), the thermodynamic component con-
tributed to an “acceleration” in the hydrologic cycle at a rate
commensurate with the Clausius-Clapeyron (CC) equation
(dP/P ≈ 6.5%C1). On the other hand, the dynamic com-
ponent regulating mass exchange between the boundary
layer and the free troposphere appears to be decelerating the
global hydrologic cycle at a rate of about 50% of CC (dP/P ≈
3%C1), when dTa/Ta remains small. Given that this
dynamic component is linked to a mass exchange, a logical
question to pursue is whether such a globally reduced
dynamic mass exchange fingerprints possible reductions in
global water vapor circulation. This topic is already being
addressed in some climate models, although these investi-
gations could benefit from direct experimental evidence
(especially in tropical regions). At the continental scales and
for long durations, runoff (Ro) becomes a major hydrologic
flux that leads to an imbalance between ET and P. Large
increases in Ro have been reported over the past 100 years,
although the reasons for this increase remain contentious.
Modeled increases in P over the land surface appear insuf-
ficient to explain all the increases in Ro. This led some
investigators to argue that ET over land must have declined
over the past 100 years, which is contrary to expectations
from global-scale analysis. The hypotheses that have been
proposed for a decreasing terrestrial ET over the past 50–
100 years have been reviewed (especially the stomatal
downregulation under elevated atmospheric CO2) and some
of their limitations exposed in light of recent experiments
(e.g., FACE). Another hypothesis, also discussed here,
argues that terrestrial ET is actually increasing, consistent
in sign with the global ET. A globally reduced pan eva-
poration trend along with the complementary hypothesis
provides some support for an increased terrestrial ET over
the past 50–100 years. If so, then increases in Ro must be
attributed to other causes (e.g., exploitation of groundwater
resulting in increased runoff, increases in permafrost melt-
ing, or land use change) that should be considered. Limita-
tions of the pan evaporation record, especially its sensitivity
to local micrometeorological conditions (e.g., mean wind
field), were also briefly reviewed.
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[44] These findings motivated studies on the effects of
elevated atmospheric CO2, increased air temperature, and
soil moisture stress on leaf-level transpiration and upscaled
canopy-level transpiration. The proposed upscaling resolves
all two-way interactions between the leaf and its microcli-
mate. However, describing water flow from the soil through
plants into the atmosphere remains a formidable scientific
challenge given the high dimensionality and degree of
nonlinearity of the soil-plant-atmosphere system. Although
rigorous microscopic laws for a coherent representative
elementary volume across the soil-plant-atmosphere system
still await development, progress has been by developing
macroscopic theories. The review covered (1) the economics
of leaf gas exchange for describing optimal stomatal aperture
in an environment subject to fluctuating vapor pressure
deficit, atmospheric CO2, and soil moisture stress, (2)
cohesion-tension theory for flow of water in plant xylem
and the onset of embolism, (3) Darcy’s law and a two-
dimensional Richard’s equation modified to include root
water uptake and root-soil permeability for soil moisture
redistribution, and (4) simplified turbulence closure schemes
for the spatially averaged Navier–Stokes equation describing
momentum transport in the canopy-atmosphere system. Land
cover fragmentation is already a ubiquitous feature of most
landscapes and is predicted to increase, meaning that novel
computational methods that go beyond those closure schemes
are required—at least for the atmospheric transport compo-
nents responsible for initiating or triggering rainfall. Given the
rapid advancements in satellite based cloud measurements
and in ground-based platforms that can map canopy structural
properties at unprecedented resolution, the review shows that
LES offer a logical bridge between these classes of mea-
surements provided subgrid scale fluxes are adequately
represented. The review presents recent progress in experi-
ments and subgrid scale modeling intended to enable large
eddy simulations to tackle such complex problems.
NOTATION
a relative diffusivity of water vapor with respect
to carbon dioxide (=1.6).
acc constant in the CC equation (=0.611 kPa).
a1 constant in equation (12) related to the
biochemical demand function.
a2 constant in equation (12) related to the
biochemical demand function.
ABL atmospheric boundary layer.
AP stomatal aperture.
b constant in the Clausius-Clapeyron equation
(=17.5C1).
c constant in the Clausius-Clapeyron equation
(=249.93C).
C water vapor concentration.
ca ambient CO2 concentration.
CC Clausius-Clapeyron equation (equation (3)).
ci intercellular CO2 concentration.
co reference atmospheric CO2 concentration =
380 ppm.
cp CO2 compensation point.
cs Smagorinsky constant.
CT cohesion-tension.
D vapor pressure deficit.
e* saturation vapor pressure at a given
temperature (given by CC).
ea ambient vapor pressure.
ei intercellular vapor pressure.
ET evapotranspiration.
FACE Free Air CO2 Enrichment.
fe leaf-scale transpiration.
fc leaf-scale CO2 flux.
Fli(g) objective function relating CO2 uptake and
water loss for a linearized biochemical demand
function.
Fnl(g) objective function relating CO2 uptake and
water loss for the general biochemical demand
function.
g leaf-scale conductance to CO2.
ga acceleration due to gravity.
gRL root-leaf conductance.
gSR soil-root conductance.
gw global conductance to water vapor.
gw.L bulk conductance to water vapor flow
estimated for terrestrial areas.
HR hydraulic redistribution.
Ke eddy diffusivity for scalars.
Kr interfacial hydraulic properties at the soil-root
interface.
LAD(z) layer-wise leaf area density.
LAI leaf area index.
LES large eddy simulation.
LCL lifting condensation level.
M mass of water vapor exchanged between the
boundary layer and the free troposphere per
unit time.
mBB sensitivity parameter of the Ball-Berry
stomatal conductance model.
mLEU sensitivity parameter of the Leuning stomatal
conductance model.
OF abandoned agricultural field.
na number of molecules in the air column above
the surface.
P precipitation.
Pa air pressure.
~p filtered atmospheric pressure field.
RH air relative humidity.
Ro cumulative continental scale runoff.
s long-term intercellular to ambient CO2
concentration ratio (ci/ca).
Sc planar-averaged sources of water vapor.
s~c localized source of CO2.
s~q localized source of water vapor.
s~q localized source of heat.
SD stomatal density.
Sij strain rate tensor.
SGS subgrid scale.
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Ta air temperature.
Tr canopy transpiration rate.
ũi filtered velocity vector.
Va volume of air in the column above a land
surface per unit area.
w′C′ turbulent flux of water vapor.
WUE water use efficiency.
a inefficiency of the hydrological cycle.
aT thermal diffusivity.
bo slope parameter.
D grid scale.
dij Kronecker delta.
~q filtered air temperature.
l marginal water use efficiency.
lo marginal water use efficiency at a reference
CO2 concentration co.
lsg mixing length scale of eddies.
lww marginal water use efficiency in well-watered
conditions.
nT eddy viscosity.
p~cj subgrid scale flux of CO2.
p~qj subgrid scale flux of water vapor.
p~qj subgrid scale flux of heat.
r, rw mean density of air and liquid water,
respectively.
tij subgrid scale stress.
yS, yR, yL soil, root, and leaf water potentials,
respectively.
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